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p>Should they send you anything at the U.S. Mail, take it to your own post office and file
a complaint. On occasion the postal service may soon follow up. They can develop into a
huge debt burden, if you put them off as intended. To find those loans, you give the
creditor. I did explain I am filing bankruptcy however they did not want to hear or take
the information down.
How can I do about this? ,Carol, you say you're filing bankruptcy. Have you kept an
experienced bankruptcy lawyer? Otherwise, you should do this immediately. Do this, if

you are able to block their calls. If you can say that its them phoning, dont answer. You
keep an experienced bankruptcy lawyer in your region and see if filing bankruptcy would
be potential and a good thing for you, and if that's the case go ahead and do this,on these
payday loans, what if filing bankruptcy, the money is set up to automatically come from
your checking account, then how can you stop this.
Does the lawyer deal with this, but Im not sure what you mean by can I document him.
Because youre I assume your question has to do with bankruptcy, and the only person
you'll be able to file bankruptcy for is yourself. That would remove your debts, including
the payday advance, leaving your co-worker as the only one the loan firm could go after
to pay this loan.,I filed for bankruptcy on 02/19/13 and the bankruptcy has been
discharged to 3/22/13. The problem is means of a payday loan provider named Ashland
Enterprises-although it's hard to pin down phone number and a physical address has
called me. I just received a phone from a payday loan which has been contained in the
bankruptcy saying if I dont look in court on fraud charges they will put out a warrant for
my arrest. They said that the bankruptcy only took care of their attention but not.
But Ill suppose that you did receive a discharge of debts in a Chapter 7 bankruptcy and
the Ashland Enterprises debt has been discharged. Nevertheless, as youre finding out,
those people will resort to about anything for you to send them money and they're hard to
find and hard to sue and collect from (they certainly have done to allow you to sue them).
As a practical matter there is truly not much you can do to get them to stop. Would you
please let me know if this is accurate? Thank you.,Bailie, since I wrote in this informative
article (and Im sure you read), cash lenders will let you know what they told you even
though its not correct. I suppose you shut the bank accounts on before you filed your
bankruptcy the test was written.
Should they keep harassing you, then speak to your bankruptcy attorney.,then I took out a
payday advance loan to put money towards a car. Can I have to pay this debt despite the
fact that it wasn't contained in my dad paperwork? ,Desiree, something doesnt sound very
perfect. I cant offer you legal advice on your case since Im not your own lawyer and dont
know the particulars of your case. Having said that, when filing bankruptcy you swear
which youve listed all your assets and all of your debts. Filing bankruptcy with creditors
threatening you isn't a DIY job. Having said that, payday advance companies are famous
for creating threats they cannot fulfill.
But telling them doesnt accomplish anything. You file bankruptcy or you dont. You ask
What can I do about this? The post-dated check you gave them (or even so the agreement
to take the money from your bank account) should be dealt with before you file
bankruptcy by closing that bank accounts. But open a fresh one at a different bank so that
you know you have some place to put the amount from this accounts that is old. In case
you dont do so, the cash lender take the money and will simply cash the check.
You might have the ability to have that money back by suing the creditor for part of your
bankruptcy case (called an adversary proceedings ) but that may be more expensive than
the amount of money accepted by the lending company. Its better to just prevent the

problem.3. In the case of online payday creditors, you consent to allow them to take their
money from your bank account in case you dont keep up with the payments.Many pages
are written on this topic that you may discover online, however heres the brief version.1.
In general, your cash loans would be treated as any other unsecured debts (like credit
cards) and will be discharged (removed ) in your bankruptcy.2. I have several payday
loans. At what stage should I close my bank accounts.
They take the money electronically.,may a lawyer find out you have payday loans if its
not only to a credit report? ,Karen, Im uncertain an attorney (not operating for your
payday advance firms ) would like to find out you've money loans, however I dont
actually know of a way to obtain that out besides by credit reports. That I bought my car
in January 2014 I was working August 2014, I had been set off. I am I hope a lot of
people read this merely to warn them from taking out cash loans.,I am in california and
I'd a collection agency for a loan taken out on the internet with multi loan and this man
jim carter from texas threatened me saying there would be a warrant out for my arrest,
and so I back tracked to multi loan who subsequently gave me the # to the group agency
#1 and then they called me to collection agency #2 that I talked to a Peter THomas I
convinced will be the same man threatening me with an arrest utilizing the alias name
Jim carter, can a person be prosecuted for a loan by phone and this man also told me I
would not have the ability to file in my own Divorce. Is this legal these scare tactics I am
preparing to submit a claim using the legal counsel General and national commerce
commission.,I have so much debt in payday loans I cant afford to pay them back and
charge cards can I document bankurpty on them all and individual loans im so
considerably in dept I cant take action nomore its so stressful and medical bills.,Michelle,
from what you mentioned, yes, bankruptcy would have the ability to get rid of your debts
including payday loans. Make sure you talk to an experienced bankruptcy attorney in
your community area to make sure, as specifics (greater than can be discussed here) are
important. The creditor could claim that you understood that you werent able to repay it if
you took out a payday loan close to filing bankruptcy again.
The creditor might not bother to claim that, but Id prefer that you wait three weeks
following the last payday advance to file bankruptcy.4. I am filing bankruptcy and I toke
out cash Loans 2008 and 2007 I never got any advice I paid two loans I actually did not
remember the loans from 2007 and 2008. They're currently calling me harassing me
saying they phoning and sending sheriffs and are going to file charges. They said they
pulled my bankruptcy file and I didn't mention their business on it.
It had been discharged in June 2014. Now calls which I got online. I cite I filed chapter in
2014. He said that there was. This payday advance with Ashland Enterprises has been
listed on the bankruptcy and was incurred in 2011.
payday loans without direct deposit from employer
As the woman said Im I'm scared. Which I am not I took the money out for 2 automobile
companies who ran my charge and didnt get approved. What are my opportunities what

will happen??? I got a top notch attorney the best in the area.,Veronica, glad I could help
a bit. And great for your bankruptcy lawyer for knowing that it was a scam.
Arent payday advance businesses fun! I record for chapter 7 in February 2014. Theres no
way for me.
Consult your bankruptcy lawyer. You also say you didnt list it, although That means you
should have listed that auto loan. What happens now? In case you dont make the
payments, whether you listed it or not , if the creditor has a security interest in your car,
they can repo the car. Can they possess a security interest? And found out with my credit
problems I cant get a car with out a cosigner.
I named the cash place and informed them Im filing for bankruptcy due to plenty of debt.
At 8:30 pm a individual threatens me and says I better not file else I will get in big
trouble with the law. Bank account closed and obtained a brand new debit card
purchased.
Friday I am likely to document. I have them calling me saying they're a private
investigator and I am under investigation, they have said I am under fraud analysis, I
have also, and a summons the bench warrant thing. I know these are scare tactics but how
do I get them to stop? ,Ronald, '' said the bankruptcy has been discharged to 3/22/13 that
doesnt look right since a Chapter 7 bankruptcy takes to move from filing to discharge of
debts and I filed for bankruptcy. Also, they may send summons . Can they do so?
,Question: I reside in California. In January I have one of those loans which has been
approved since I have a car. Something about a name kind loan (The car isn't paid off and
the lender gets the title) Then in mid January 2015the same month, I had to file
bankruptcy because a creditor has been sueing me and my tests were likely to be
garnished.
He said not the mention when I mentioned this loan to my lawyer although My
bankruptcy was discharged May 2015. Should you reside in the San Francisco Bay Area,
please be delighted to give you a free consultation. Click Free Consultation on the menu
bar in the top.,I have an appointment with a bankruptcy lawyer. As soon as I filed my
lawyer told me to offer him everything I could find on addresses Ashland Enterprises and
phone numbers. The crazy thing was that it had been listed under phone numbers and
approximately 10 different names.
The lawyer said that they really do so to discourage people. Anyway the most recent call
was from a man representing Q.C. Holdings however he wouldnt give me the particular
name of the lender I supposedly had a debt . Ive taken that I cant repay and I owe them a
lot of money in addition to invest a lot of additional money. Should I document
bankruptcy?Payday loans have been short-term loans with a higher interest rate will those
loans move away. In case the do the car, do you owe any outstanding balance?
Not, but I cant give you legal guidance concerning this, youll need to ask your own
attorney.,Considering filing chapter 7 bankruptcy.As for renting a place a number of my

clients have downsized and also rented a place . Some areas (usually bigger complexes)
turn down them, but theyve consistently found that a nice place to live.,Christine, I
certainly find the place youre in. I cant tell you exactly what to do. I would contact with
the legal aid organization in your region. The more proper term is set proof, although
they would probably notify you that you are what is referred to as judgment proof. Last
11, I reside in Tennessee and saw a bankruptcy attorney.
He said I would need to go Ch.13 and cover his firm $675 a month to handle my bills. A
creditor (such as the payday advance firms ) can sue you and get a judgment against you,
but probably couldnt collect anything about it, therefore filing bankruptcy wouldn't be
mandatory at this moment. Good luck! ,Hello, I filed my bankruptcy in Feb 2015 it had
been discharged at July 2015 I'd 3 payday loans that were contained in my bankruptcy
however when I called the loan business simply to be certain that they were cared for
they stated that I still owe a balance filing bankruptcy does not wipe out the debt. What
should I do? ,Sylvia, when seeking to collect an account, payday advance companies are
recognized to lie.
If what you stated is right, these payday loans have been discharged (eliminated). What
should you do? Nothing. Send them a copy of your release of all debts.
Those companies are recognized to lie around most anything for you to cover them.,I
invest $9,000 mostly as a result of payday installment loans. Im on social security and
also have long myself and cannot make all the obligations let alone living expenditures. I
want to retain a bankruptcy attorney and file Chapter 7? The only income I have is $ 150
small retirement check and $ 1500 security.
Two days later giving the attorney my retainer charge, I moved and got an additional
payday loan which is now not contained in the listing, and that I could repay the loan
($800) but then I am only able to pay my attorney what's left over of my 1650 social
security test. He won't file my case until he has fully paid. Should I tell him and not pay
off that loan? It could fly beneath the radar or that I will just pay the CAP charge ($175)
so they wont attempt to cash the check I left with them and continue to do so until later
bankruptcy is discharged? (That way I've got more cash to cover the attorney.) I dont
want to break any laws so that my guess is that I need to inform my attorney?
Ive shut the bank account that the test. I believe my attorney will be upset that I took out
another loan? Also will he need to view my bank statements? I couldnt manage that
amount!
Thanks, in advance, for you information,Thanks in advance. I wrote to you several
months ago and I've only paid a $500 retainer for a bankruptcy attorney (I reside outside
of Calif). I had been to list all of debts (non unsecured loans, payday loans, credit card
debt ( $25,000). Whether this lender would do that depends on their policy (which we
dont understand ) and also the length of time it would be involving the loan along with
your filing.

The movement would be to make that loan (or loans) non-dischargeable. And you wont
move do jail over it.,I'd payments loan from payday loans company.How to wait 3 month
prior to filling bankrupctcy? ,Hi prior to filling bk but to do that, you said to wait 3
month? Im sure the loans business will sue me and garnish my commission before 3
when I close my bank accounts Should I inform them that Im in the process of filling bk?
,Im a 73-year-old retired woman with three money loans. I have sufficient money from
Social Security to cover utilities and my rent and nourish. I believe I must choose Ch.7.
Will I need to cover a large amount to your bankruptcy services, if so?
Was wondering if one loan is thru bank, when we could keep automobile its a collateral
,Jessica, this post youre commenting on explains that yes, you can eliminate payday
loans. In fact, you have to list all debts, such as loans. About your auto, if any one of your
loans is secured from the auto , then that lender would have the ability to repo your car if
you dont pay that loan. Can I file my car about the chapter 7 bankruptcy?
Also, can I put my pls loan on it. If they ought to sue you for that debt, you have a perfect
defense.,I am laid off, will be heading back to work shortly I hope. In order to get by, I
have been accepting installment loans with rates of interest that were higher. I've arrived
at the conclusion that when I do return to work, there's no way I could manage this debt.
My question is, I know courts frown on fresh debt (less than 90 days prior to filing
bankruptcy), so are they likely to put me in a fraud category?
In general, theyll say anything for you to ship cash to them. But you should be asking the
question of your own bankruptcy lawyer. I know this will ruin my credit and Ill have a
difficult time locating a place to lease but I don't have any choice.
Im only, no dependents however have no resources and'm 65. Please notify and thank
you.,Christine,'' by what you mentioned, you may be well set to do a Chapter 7
bankruptcy which would eliminate these payday loans along with others. I'd worry much
less on your credit score than putting back yourself to a better footing. Make sure you ask
him/her those questions since youre set to consult with a bankruptcy lawyer shortly. As
they say, the devil is at the details.,Jessica, your obligation to cover the remaining balance
on the automobile loan would be eliminated, but also you wouldnt get your car back.,I
ended my bankrupcy assembly yesterday and had a creditor from a payday advance call.
My intensions are to file Chapter 13 with payoff that is 100%, so I'll include these loans
in the payback, rather than ask for any debt release.
Im a little scared and only making some obligations (like leasing, auto, utilities, food ), so
pretty much falling from fast. I hope that I wont go to jail for this. Thanks generally
courts dont care about if you incur new debt unless the lender files a movement relating
to it a lot. My daughter attended faculty I co-signed for her unable to make payment. The
equilibrium is $14,000. I'd a payday loan back in 2007 can I file those student loans.
My attorney knows I've a gambling issue and there are a ton of $20 to play lottery tickets.
Actually, the betting is exactly what got me here in place and'm at a 12 step program
now.,Hi, My husband I are talking to a bankruptcy lawyer week was wondering when we

can do our advance debt? We have tried to cover back what could but not being able to
now! I informed them I finished my bankrupcy and July should discharges it. I included
them at the bankrupcy and the woman said since the contract said I would not file that I
couldn't legally file against this and they'd require me to court and win. . Is this true?
Nothing was stated by my lawyer about them being able to come after me.
These loans were taken out from 2014.,'' The payday lender woman was just plain lying.
Supporting in my car payment because of the above mentioned. I filed a chapter 13.
Here it is 2015 there currently harassing me I committed fraud and there's likely to ship it
to county. I told the man I filed bankruptcy back. Can they get any cash after 8 yrs gone
by?
Could they do so? ,Louise, you didnt say if you obtained your release of debts because
Chapter 13 bankruptcy, and if you listed that advance on your schedule of debts.
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